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1. Прочитайте текст. Заполните пропуски словами из рамки. Каждое слово может 
быть использовано только один раз. Впишите в бланк ответов только букву. 
        
   from     set     originally     almost     some     over     quarter     nothing     keen     worry 
  
     In a month’s time I’m going to (1) _____ off on the trip of a lifetime. My plan is to cycle all the way 
round the world. It’s taken (2) _____ two years to prepare for the adventure; planning it, training for it 
and organizing the finance. I’ve saved up about a (3) _____ of the money I need, and I’ve managed to 
raise the rest by doing up my house and selling it for a lot more than it (4) _____ cost me. Fortunately, 
I’ve received (5) _____ sponsorship from a bicycle manufacturer, so I don’t have to pay for the ten 
replacement bicycles I’ve calculated I’ll need. I’ve worked out that at least five will be damaged in 
accidents and I’ll (6) _____ certainly be robbed of another three or four during the trip. 
     Understandably, my parents are not very (7) _____ on the idea, and I don’t blame them for wanting to 
try to discourage me (8) _____ going. They still haven’t forgiven me for the (9) _____ I caused them 
when I tried, unsuccessfully, to cycle from Norway to South Africa. They’ve finally accepted, however, 
that (10) _____ will prevent me from attempting it, and my mum has said she’ll be the first to 
congratulate me when I get back in two year’s time. 
 
2. Образуйте от слова в скобках подходящую по смыслу форму, используя приставки и 
суффиксы. Впишите образованные формы в бланк ответов. 
11) He became a _____ (star) throughout the whole country after scoring for the third time. 
12) Pablo Picasso is considered one of the most influential _____ (art) of the 20-th century. 
13) He was so _____ (worked) that as a result he fell ill and suffered a nervous breakdown. 
14) Although they are twins, they are completely _____ (differ) from each other. 
15) My new sofa is much more _____ (comfort) than my last one. 
16) The _____ (arrive) of our flight was delayed due to the fog. 
17) Tracy has found a job as a _____ (library) at the local library.  
18) Mary was _____ (lucky) with the weather last summer as it rained every day during her holidays. 
19) Drama and art classes encourage young children to develop their _____ (create) skills. 
20) Being a war _____ (correspond), Paolo has found himself in hazardous situations. 
 
3.  Заполните пропуски предлогами. Впишите их в бланк ответов. Каждый предлог 
может быть употреблен только один раз. 
     under     in     to     on     of     about     between    
21) The relationship _____ a mother and her baby is a very special one. 
22) Joe succeeded _____ reaching the airport on time despite the heavy traffic. 
23) The results _____ the competition were announced yesterday. 
24) I like to spend my money _____ clothes and foreign holidays. 
25) You should not worry _____ your exam results.  
26) As Tom saw Julia at the airport, she promised to write _____ him. 
27) Everything is _____ control. There is no need to panic. 
 
4. Выберите правильную грамматическую форму. Впишите в бланк ответов только 
букву (a, b, c или d). 
28) He _____ a suit whenever he has an interview. 
a) has worn   b) has been worn   c) wearing   d) wears 
29) I’ve handed the box to the postal worker. Right now she _____ it. 
a) weighs   b) is weighing   c) weighed   d) has been weighing 
30) There was a traffic jam in Park Lane because the new traffic lights _____ at the crossroads then. 
a) was put up   b) were putting up   c) have been put up   d) were being put up 



31) Lisa _____ to Canada this morning. I have just seen her in the gym. 
a) mustn’t have gone   b) can’t have gone   c) shouldn’t have gone   d) must not go 
32) John was late for work again. If he _____ his alarm clock, he _____ late. 
a) set ….. won’t be   b) will set ….. won’t be   c) had set ….. wouldn’t have been   d) sets …… wouldn’t 
be 
33) Bob’s neighbours are incredibly noisy. – I suggest _____ the police. 
a) that he should call   b) him to call   c) he will call   d) he to call 
34) The tourist asked where _____. 
a) is the information office   b) the information office was   c) the information office is   d) was the 
information office 
35) Jessie really wishes her husband _____ to work such long hours. 
a) didn’t have   b) hadn’t have   c) won’t have   d) doesn’t have 
36) Have you ever been to _____ Philippines? 
a) a     b) an     c) the     d) – 
37) There were three hundred people at _____ dinner given to celebrate their anniversary. 
a) the     b) a      c) an      d) – 
38) I always take a _____ briefcase to work. 
a) large leather black   b) black large leather   c) leather large black   d) large black leather 
 
5. К фразам из колонки  А подберите подходящие по смыслу фразы из колонки В. 
 
39) Would you like a cold drink? a) Why not? I can wear what I want. 
40) Can I speak to Mr. James, please? b) Yes, it’s lovely. But he drives much too fast. 
41) Would you like to come to dinner? c) Yes, I just managed it. 
42) You are not going out dressed like that.  d) I’d love one. I’m very thirsty. 
43) I feel like going to the cinema tonight. e) I’d love to. That’s very kind. 
44) Dave’s new car is great. f) What’s on at the moment? 
45) Did you get to the end of the exam? g) I’m sorry. He isn’t at the moment. 
46) Sarah can’t get used to  h) working abroad. She feels homesick. 
 
6. В каждой цепочке слов найдите одно слово, которое отличается по смыслу, форме или 
произношению от остальных. В бланк ответов впишите букву. 
 
47) a) jug      b) cattle   c) food mixer   d) frying pan 
48) a) draw   b) know   c) bow              d) throw 
49) a) did      b) drove   c) taken            d) wrote 
50) a) eyes    b) lips       c) hips              d) ears 


